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INTRODUCTION
Over recent decades there has been much emphasis on evidence-based practice to justify
a new policy or changes in existing policy. However, a question arises: what constitutes
evidence? In terms of human behaviour, evidence is the means by which we choose to justify
an action or a decision. Frequently, an elective model for decision making is employed where
decisions are made and supportive evidence is sought selectively subsequent to policy
implementation (e.g. see (Short, 1997)). Certainly, under alternative models, hypothesis
testing and randomized clinical trials (RCTs) do not constitute evidence on their own to
justify a change to an existing policy or a new policy. Although RCTs play a role in the
pharmaceutical industry, they have very limited use when investigating issues related to
human behaviour. Whether an elective model or other types of model are applied, it is our
uncritical use of the ‘evidence’ that is the weakness and ultimately the cause of an unsound
decision.
Human behaviour, like deterministic physical models, will respond to an input, but
human reaction unlike the output of deterministic models is not always measureable or
quantifiable exactly. For example, measuring health status through a survey questionnaire
may lead to the informant’s health being described as one of ‘excellent’, ‘good’, ‘allright’,
‘not good’, ‘poor’. Such measurements or description of a variable will be influenced by the
informant’s own general wellbeing at the time of the interview, as well as his/her personal
and social traits.
It is plausible that informants may assess their health status by giving consideration to
other factors e.g. personal expectation and the feel good factor. For example, elderly people
may describe their poor health as allright (for age) (Wenger, 1984). The complexities arise
when we attempt to infer cause and effect from the health status variable to another variable
such as morale, employment status, smoking, longevity or loneliness. Cross-sectionally, the
health effect may appear statistically significant, however, longitudinally, changes in health
status may not lead to commensurate changes in morale i.e. over time an individuals’ state of
health changes but levels morale remain unchanged. Therefore, it is important to control for
temporal dependencies.
The following diagrams (figures 1 and 2), from a study relating child disability in the
family to poverty, state of health, hardship, and income (Shahtahmasebi, Emerson, Berridge,
& Lancaster, 2010, 2011), will illustrate the point more clearly. For instance, figure 1 shows
that there was no child disability in the family in 2001, this changed in 2002 and remained so
for the rest of the project window. However, this change does not appear to coincide with a
change in family hardship, income poverty or health. The only change appears to be an
improvement in health from poor to fair three years after the incidence of childe disability.
On the other hand the family’s hardship shown in figure 2 appears to increase to moderate
hardship with the occurrence of disability in the family. A change in health status is reported
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in 2004 from ‘good’ to ‘fair’ and no reported change in income hardship. The fact that prior
to change the family were already in severe hardship, poor health and moderate ‘income
poverty’ raises several issues: (a) it is unsafe to make statements about a causal relationship if
the family’s past history is unknown; (b) there may be families who persistently remain in
one state e.g. severe hardship or no hardship (known as stayers); (c) and those families who
move between states e.g. good health to poor health and back to good health (known as
movers); (d) some families may take a long time to react to a change in circumstance, known
as duration dependent e.g. the notion of cumulative inertia or cognitive dissonance; (e) the
period of adjustment will vary between families and by type of disability.
Figure 1. Step diagram of disability outcome with other outcomes.

Source: Families and Children Study (FACS), www.data-archive.ac.uk.

Figure 2. Step diagram of disability outcome with other outcomes.
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Source: Families and Children Study (FACS), www.data-archive.ac.uk.

Even when the analytical methodology has been appropriately chosen our interpretation
of results may be erroneous and misleading (Shahtahmasebi, 2003b, 2004). In other words,
there are other variables that are part of human traits such as frailty, personality, the good feel
factor that cannot be measured and thus are omitted from study and analysis. We must always
bear in mind that we are dealing with human behaviour which implies complex temporal
dependencies, feedback effect, and omitted heterogeneity. Ignoring these complexities will
adversely impact design, methodology, results, and conclusions.
Some examples from the media
The consequences of an uncritical approach to decision making is all around us:In 2013 the Christchurch Press published an article on how a group of researchers and
media in Vienna got together and ceased the media reporting of suicides involving the
http://journalofhealth.co.nz/?page_id=109
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subway and directly linked a drop in the suicide rate with the method of reporting. The article
then claimed this as the most conclusive evidence to date for not reporting suicide in the
media. However, an examination of the Viennese suicide trend suggest otherwise (see
http://www.internetandpsychiatry.com/joomla/home-page/editorials-and-commentaries/921suicide-prevention.html). In other words, the suicide trend suggests that the downturn began
two years before the joining together of researchers and media, and that the reported massive
75% drop in suicide was in fact a drop in the use of subway as a preferred method of suicide.
In
the
UK
the
BBC
report
on
the
MMR
controversy
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/1808826.stm) stated that some studies linked the MMR
vaccine to autism whilst others offered evidence to the contrary. The BBC also reported that
on the one hand ‘Alcohol makes your brain grow: Drinking alcohol boosts the growth of new
nerve cells in the brain, research suggests.’ (http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/em//1/hi/health/4496727.stm), and on the other hand ‘Alcohol link to bowel cancer risk: A daily
pint of beer or a large glass of wine raises the risk of bowel cancer by about 10%, research
suggests.’ (http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/em/-/1/hi/health/6921998.stm).
Whilst, in New Zealand the media took delight in reporting and quoting research from the
US, on how alcohol can improve memory (e.g. see http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominionpost/archive/national-news/44709/Drinking-to-forget-may-backfire)! Given the effects that
alcohol has on living cells and on human health such reported outcomes are counter intuitive
at best. Yet, the emphasis is often on the word ‘research’ thus resulting in an uncritical and
unquestioning acceptance of research outcomes. Indeed, for every claim from one group of
scientists there would have been a counter claim. In suicide research Beautrais (Beautrais,
1996, 2001) claimed that depression and mental illness were the cause of suicide, Khan et al
(Khan, Warner, & Brown, 2000) claimed that antidepressants did not reduce suicide but
could increase the risk of suicide while Hall et al (Hall et al., 2003) claimed that
antidepressants reduced suicides. These studies have failed to address methodological issues
relating to design, data collection and analysis thus resulting in misleading conclusions
(Shahtahmasebi, 2003a, 2005). We believe that such research and reporting has considerably
attenuated the credence and prestige that research once had in the mind of the public.
Still in New Zealand, the Medical Journal of New Zealand claimed depression is a common,
serious and significant illness and linked it to suicide and recommends medication
[http://www.nzma.org.nz/journal/117-1206/1200/]. It is not surprising to hear that young people have been
prescribed antidepressants including preschool children. But more alarming is the prescribing of
antidepressants
to
some
children
under
a
year
old
[http://www.nzherald.co.nz/section/1/story.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10462684].

The results from the above mentioned studies cannot be relied on due to flaws in
methodology leading to misconclusions. For example, Beautrais (Beautrais, Joyce, & Mulder,
1994) introduced major bias in her study in several ways. First, major bias was introduced
through collecting data about the mental wellbeing of suicide cases from relatives and friends
after the event of suicide. Second, additional bias was introduced through a measurement
tool. Third, the analytical methodology was inappropriate and failed to account and control
for these bias.
Critical thinking
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Publication does not equate accuracy. Publication bias is quite real, with an increasing
number of authors reporting poor and scientifically compromised publications in reputable
journals e.g. see (Altman, 1994; Fang, Steen, & Casadevall, 2012; Leszczynski, 2013; Smith,
2014; Wise, 2009) ranging from poor study design, inappropriate methodology or statistical
methods used, invalid interpretation, plagiarism. According to one report the rate of
publication retraction has increased ten-fold since 1975 (Fang et al., 2012).
Furthermore, consider publication bias in conjunction with the current practice by
established journals of rejecting about 90% of submitted papers without review. Editors
would rather prioritise RCTs, longitudinal studies, or meta-analysis. But the
inappropriateness of methodology, e.g. using cross-sectional or conventional methods to
analyse longitudinal data is often missed out.
The current debate about flawed research and publications appears to blame the peer
reviewing system of expert journals. In this context and with the recent advent of “open
access” journals – where authors rather than reader pay for publication - it would be even
easier to shift the blame completely onto such journals for publishing flawed research
(Hawkes, 2013).
Journal editors exacerbate publication bias through their selection bias of not reviewing 90%
of submitted papers especially methodology papers, therefore contributing to the
complexities of an already complex problem. The peer review system has a major role to play
but until it has been depoliticized and become more expert and fair, it would be more
beneficial to adopt a self-critical approach in our research and utilizing literature. In particular
where seeking evidence to influence the process of decision making. One of the more
recurrent failures in research is the appropriateness of methodology for analysis.
Statistical methodology
The emphasis in data analysis must be on distinguishing systematic effects from random
variation which tend to obscure any pattern.
Many conventional statistical techniques tend to use hypothesis testing. Within the
‘statistical modelling’ framework, hypothesis testing has a role to play in selecting the most
parsimonious model and, in this context, hypothesis testing is a logical part of the comprehensive analysis. This is in contrast to conventional statistical analysis in which hypothesis
testing tends to be seen as an independent inferential statement often of meagre substantive
value.
Statistical modelling is a comprehensive structured framework for making inference from
data. The statistical modelling approach may be summarised as follows (Shahtahmasebi &
Berridge, 2009):
a

Model formulation - this step involves the consideration of a well thought out sampling scheme and the type of data in hand. It is guided by substantive theory.
b Model fitting
c Model criticism - having ‘best’ estimates for the parameters, the current model can
then be tested to see how well it explains the data.
If, as a consequence of (a) and (b), the current model proves satisfactory then proceed
with the interpretation of the model using substantive theory else repeat steps (a)-(c).
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For the non-statistician, grappling with statistical modelling is more of a challenge
because of its explicit emphasis on probability modelling. Always consult a statistician at the
planning stage rather than after data collection.
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